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• Depletion of volatile elements on the Moon
• Preparing the Solar System for life emergence
• Solar radiation as a factor in life emergence
• Extra-solar radiation as a factor in life evolution
• Solar radiation as a factor in life distribution
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IntroductionIntroduction

• An important factor for understanding the origin
and evolution of life on Earth is the evolutionevolution of of 
SolarSolar WeatherWeather and and SolarSolar ClimateClimate

• It is important to reconsider the constraintsconstraints that the 
present knowledge of our star implies forfor the the 
emergenceemergence of life on of life on EarthEarth

• This will provide furtherfurther insightsinsights intointo whatwhat maymay
happenhappen in in anyany of the multiple of the multiple solarsolar systemssystems that
are known to date



IsotopicIsotopic fractionationfractionation of of noblenoble gasesgases on on EarthEarth
• The isotopic fractionation of the 5 stable noble gases (He, 

Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe) is a signaturesignature of the of the earlyearly SunSun.
• The earlyearly atmosphereatmosphere arose from collisions during the 

accretion period (HV, Heavy BombardmentHV, Heavy Bombardment).
• Planetesimal impacts increase the surface temperature, 

affecting the formation of either a proto-atmosphere or a 
proto-hydrosphere by degassing of volatiles (Matsui & Abe, 
1986).

• This generated a “steam atmospheresteam atmosphere” and a rapid outflow of 
hydrogen & some compounds (e.g. methane), carrying 
along heavier gases in its trail (Hunten, 1993) by 
aerodynamic drag.

• The upward drag of noble gases atoms of similar dimension
competes with gravity → isotopes with different masses →
mass mass dependentdependent fractionationfractionation.



SettlementSettlement of appropriate of appropriate conditionsconditions forfor lifelife

• Solar analogs indicate a largerlarger EUV EUV emissionemission byby
the the earlyearly SunSun, which can drive mass mass fractionationfractionation
in the in the noblenoble gasesgases: the 22Ne/20Ne ratio is larger
than in the Earth mantle or in the Solar Wind,

• The observed fractionation is an indicator of:
a) The presence of the postulated escape flux.
b)b) The The evidenceevidence forfor the the solarsolar energyenergy sourcesource thatthat drivesdrives

the the outwardoutward fluxflux of of gasesgases.
• The emergence of appropriate conditions for life 

is associatedassociated withwith the the decreasedecrease of of solarsolar radiationradiation
thatthat characterizescharacterizes the the accretionaccretion periodperiod.



The generation of the The generation of the hydrospherehydrosphere

• At the end of the accretion period, the surface heat
flux diminishes.

• The “steamsteam atmosphereatmosphere” rains into a global ocean
(Kasting, 1993).

primitive atmosphere → hydrosphere + atmosphere

• This splitting leaves behind Carbon and Nitrogen
compounds → ingredients for subsequent chemical
evolution and, eventually, the dawn of life.



EffectsEffects of the of the youngyoung SunSun on the on the EarthEarth’’s s paleoathmospherepaleoathmosphere

ENHANCEDENHANCED
PHOTODISSOCIATIONPHOTODISSOCIATION

INCREASED EXOSPHEREINCREASED EXOSPHERE
HEATING, EXPANSION,HEATING, EXPANSION,
PHOTOIONIZATIONPHOTOIONIZATION

EFFECTIVEEFFECTIVE
ATMOSPHEREATMOSPHERE
EROSIONEROSION

(Guinan & Ribas, 2004)



DepletionDepletion of volatile of volatile elementselements on the on the MoonMoon

• It is widely accepted that the Moon formed by the 
impact of a Mars-size body with the Earth.

• This process depleted volatile elements such as H, 
C, N and noble gases.

• Despite that, the lunarlunar soilsoil is richrich in in volatilesvolatiles.
• The isotopic composition of noble gases is

subsequent to Moon formation.
• Various hypotheseshypotheses forfor volatilesvolatiles such as N:

– Solar origin: Direct implantation from solar wind ions.
– Non-solar origin (but: N abundance & 15N/14N 30% var.?)
–– TerrestrialTerrestrial originorigin: from Earth’s atmosphere when no m.f.



PreparingPreparing the the SolarSolar System System forfor the the emergenceemergence of lifeof life

•• SolarSolar activityactivity is the mostmost relevantrelevant processprocess
• The more intense more intense solarsolar windwind is a key factor via its

interaction interaction withwith the the spreadingspreading accretionaccretion diskdisk → the 
shock blowsblows the the residualresidual gas and fine gas and fine dustdust. 
(Evidence from meteorites, Bertout et al. 1991)

• No terrestrial geologic records give information
about the processes taking place from that moment 
onwards.

•• DuringDuring the first 100 the first 100 millionmillion yearsyears → flux of 
impactors → separation of iron and silicate →
metallicmetallic corecore



The The earlyearly EarthEarth environmentenvironment

• During the core formation, a planetary impact ejected a 
significant fraction of mass from the Earth

• The Moon formed, it cooled quickly, no atmosphere
• The originaloriginal atmosphereatmosphere of the of the EarthEarth is blownblown awayaway by the 

intense intense solarsolar windwind fromfrom the the earlyearly SunSun
• The geological activity on Earth causes the partial

outgassing of the secondary atmosphere, whose original
composition can be inferred from the isotopic composition
of noble gases

• Comets can have plaid a role in feeding the noble gases in 
the correct proportions (Owen & Bar-Nun, 1995).

• After the end of end of accretionaccretion (4.4 4.4 GyGy BPBP) the temperaturestemperatures had
descended to aboutabout 100100°° CC.



EarlyEarly originorigin and and evolutionevolution of life on of life on EarthEarth

•• SolarSolar climateclimate and and solarsolar weatherweather shouldshould havehave beenbeen
sufficientlysufficiently mildmild BUT

• The Imbrium Basin on the Moon was formed by a 
major impact 3.8-3.9 Gy BP (Hartmann et al., 
2000) → LateLate HeavyHeavy BombardmentBombardment (LHB)

• Persistence of catastrophic impacts (Sleep et al., 
1989), possibily triggered by the rapid migration of 
the giant planets (Gomeset al., 2005)

•• IfIf life life emergedemerged beforebefore LHB, LHB, itit hashas beenbeen annihilatedannihilated
and and itit startedstarted againagain after LHB fading outafter LHB fading out.

• The HB of terrestrial-like planets in exoplanetary
systems was considered in Levison et al. (2003)



SolarSolar radiationradiation asas a a factorfactor in the in the originorigin of lifeof life

• Components of solar weather relevant to life
–– NonNon--ionizingionizing UVRUVR (incidence on the surface of the early

Earth and Mars → inferred from observations)
–– IonizingIonizing radiationradiation (HXR, SXR, γ)
–– LowLow--energyenergy solarsolar windwind particlesparticles
–– SolarSolar CosmicCosmic RaysRays (SCR)

• Any scenario for the early onset of life must take 
into account the paleopaleo--solarsolar--weatherweather and and ––climateclimate

• Inferences can be derived from:
– The studystudy of of solarsolar analogsanalogs (e.g. the Sun-In-Time project)
– The signaturessignatures of of solarsolar energeticenergetic particlesparticles in in 

extraterrestrialextraterrestrial materialsmaterials (lunar rocks and meteorites) 



IonizingIonizing and and nonnon--ionizingionizing radiationradiation duringduring the the originorigin of lifeof life



SolarSolar radiationradiation whenwhen life life emergedemerged

• Possible periodsperiods forfor life life emergenceemergence:
–– HadeanHadean (4.6-3.8 Gy BP) (?)
–– ArcheanArchean (3.8-2.5 Gy BP)

• In the Archean the atmosphereatmosphere was anoxicanoxic (from
isotopic and geologic evidences, Walker et al.
1983)

•• No UV No UV defensedefense mechanismmechanism by ozonosphere
• UVB (280-315 nm) & UVC (190-280 nm) radiation

could have penetrated to the Earth’s surface
•• BiologicalBiological consequencesconsequences expectedexpected (Margulis et al., 

1976; Cockell, 1998)



ExtraExtra--solarsolar radiationradiation asas a a factorfactor in the in the originorigin of lifeof life
•• GRBsGRBs are originated in distant galaxies by

evolution/merging of compact objects
• The SWIFT mission contributes to the determination of 

recentrecent burstburst ratesrates
• These were used to infer life life robustnessrobustness in the in the OrdovicianOrdovician

(510-438 My BP), when the the secondsecond major mass major mass extinctionextinction
occurred (440-450 My BP)

• This extinction was ascribedascribed toto a GRBa GRB (Thomas et al., 
2005) due to the depletion of the ozone layer (halfhalf of the of the 
mass mass isis depleteddepleted byby a 10 s GRB a 10 s GRB withwith a a recoveryrecovery time of 5 time of 5 
yearsyears).

• In such a case, solarsolar UVRUVR can killkill mostmost life life formsforms on land 
and near the surface of oceans and lakes, and disruptdisrupt the the 
food food chainchain.



SolarSolar radiationradiation asas a a factorfactor in the in the distributiondistribution of lifeof life

• At the present time, mostmost UV and X UV and X radiationradiation isis absorbedabsorbed at at 
the top of the the top of the atmosphereatmosphere

• The earlyearly SunSun was producing a higherhigher levellevel of UVR and Xof UVR and X
radiation (4x – 11x wavelength dependent)

•• No UV No UV protectionprotection mechanismmechanism was originally present
• To explore the consequencesconsequences at at biologicalbiological levellevel the 

following topics were investigated:
– The paleo-Sun radiation environment (Lammer et al., 2002)
– The Earth’s magnetic field reversal (Biernat et al., 2002)
– The biological effects of solar flares (Belisheva et al., 2002)
– The uracil dosimetry for life molecules preservation (Berces et al., 

2002)
– Various experiments aboard ISS.



DistributionDistribution of life of life byby transfer of transfer of microorganismsmicroorganisms
• The possibility that lifelife was distributeddistributed in the Solar System 

byby transfer of transfer of microorganismsmicroorganisms between planets and 
satellites was estensively investigated (Cockell & Horneck, 
2001)

• The constraintsconstraints on the possible transfer are set are set byby the the solarsolar
weatherweather duringduring the the earlyearly stagesstages of the of the evolutionevolution of lifeof life

•• BacillusBacillus SubtilisSubtilis (Gram+ bacterium) produce endospores
resistant to heat and dessication

• Its inactivationinactivation was studiedstudied in in EarthEarth’’s s orbitorbit under different
simulated ozone-column abundances toto definedefine the the 
photobiologicalphotobiological effectseffects of of anan earlyearly ozoneozone--freefree atmosphereatmosphere

• It resulted that the spectralspectral sensitivitysensitivity of DNA of DNA increasesincreases
sharply towardstowards shortershorter wavelengthswavelengths from UVB to UVC:
– This is the primary reason for the observed high lethality of 

extratrerrestrial UV radiation
– It could provide a barrierbarrier toto the the distributiondistribution of life in the of life in the SolarSolar SystemSystem



BiologicalBiological resistanceresistance toto ionizingionizing radiationradiation

• Many radiationradiation--resistantresistant organismsorganisms are known
•• DeinococcusDeinococcus radioduransradiodurans (“terrible berry that withstands

radiation”) is a Gram+, red-pigmented, non-motile, non-
spore-forming, extremophile bacterium, which is resistantresistant toto
ionizingionizing and UVRand UVR:
– It grows under under chronicchronic radiationradiation (50 Gy/h)
– It recovers from gamma dosesdoses of 10,000 of 10,000 GyGy
– Survivors are found from dosesdoses of 20,000 of 20,000 GyGy
– (E. Coli is 200 times less resistant to gamma)
– (Humans cannot tolerate radiation of up to 5 Gy)
– Possibly due to its genome and to the adaptation to dessication: lack

of water and excessive radiation doses stimulated the activation of 
massive DNA repair mechanisms

•• CyanobacteriaCyanobacteria effectively withstand dessication



ConclusionsConclusions
• We attempted a preliminarypreliminary comprehensivecomprehensive discussiondiscussion of 

howhow researchresearch in the in the conditionsconditions of the of the earlyearly SunSun combine 
with observations in several relevant disciplines to give us
insightsinsights intointo the the factorsfactors thatthat leadlead toto the the emergenceemergence of life in of life in 
a a givengiven solarsolar systemsystem.

• The considered fields are, respectively, biogeochemistry, 
lunar science, micropaleontology and chemical evolution.

• These considerations are necessary in order to gradually
approach an understanding of the general conditions that
will allow life to emerge in a given solar system anywhere in 
the universe,

• Such a multimulti--disciplinarydisciplinary approachapproach demonstrates the 
fundamentalfundamental rolerole forfor scientificscientific researchresearch of monitoringmonitoring solarsolar
weatherweather and and modellingmodelling solarsolar climateclimate: anan importantimportant
scientificscientific spinspin--offoff of of anan appliedapplied disciplinediscipline
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